J-1 scholar program check list for Research Scholar, Short-term Scholar or Professor (Extension)

Completed packets must be submitted to Pynie Gonzales 20-25 days before the start date of the program to meet the 30 day deadline to the International Center.

- DS-2019 application (Request to extend form) must include the following:

- If you are requesting for more than one year at a time the - Invitation letter on UF letterhead with all required signatures (UF funding, dates, category and detail duties); cannot change important information in the template letter.
  - UF postdoc or
  - UF funding or
  - Non funding

- Verification of Funding if not paid by UF – English translation with US dollar amount ($1500/month for J-1; $1000/month for spouse; $500/month per child)
  - Other organization
  - Personal Funding
  - Private Funding